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ABSTRACT
This study deals with developing an image processing algorithm that is able to recognize
spherical and ellipsoidal droplets growing on pillared surfaces during heterogonous dropwise
condensation. The problem with recognizing droplets on the pillared substrates is that droplets
are very similar to the pillars or they cover several pillars at the same time, so characterizing
the pillars is very important. On the other hand the droplets are not always perfectly spherical
or they are connected and form irregular shapes, in such cases the ability to recognizing and
separating connected droplets is another challenging step. The method that is used here consists
of three main parts: pillars characterization, droplets categorizing and droplets segmentation.
The result of this algorithm will be binarized images that enable to extract the information
related to the size and density of droplets needed for studying droplets evolution during time.
Also a computer simulation method is proposed to generate ellipsoidal droplets on pillared
substrate. The results of this algorithm then are validated by comparing with results from
experimental procedure.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Dropwise condensation has become an attractive process during last decades thanking to its
higher heat transfer coefficient (about 5 to 7 times)compared to filmwise condensation [1].
Generally dropwise condensation includes five main steps: nucleation of initial droplets, growth
due to adsorption, growth due to coalescence, nucleation of new droplets, and sliding of very big
drops.
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Nucleation step can occur homogenously, when there is no preference between different points to
grow the droplets, and heterogeneously otherwise. In the process of dropwise condensation, at
first small droplets nucleate all around the surface, then these small droplets start to grow by
adsorbing water molecules from humid air. After awhile if two or more droplets become big
enough to overlap, they will merge and form a bigger droplet -called daughter droplet- in the
mass center of the parents [2]. This phenomenon is called coalescence in literature. Although
coalescence is a mass conservative process, the area covered by daughter droplet is lower than the
summation of area covered by its parents. This will lead to forming vacant area around daughter
droplet, in which new small droplets can nucleate and grow. Both these steps will change number
of droplets per unit area (Nt) during time and lead to a temporal distribution [3].
Up to know the process of dropwise condensation was mostly studied on flat surfaces that
considered as homogenous process [4,5] or on the surfaces with coatings for heterogeneous
nucleation [6]. But since the chemical coatings have harmful effects on environment,
heterogeneous dropwise condensation on textured surfaces is now more attractive to scientists.
Using textured surfaces also enabled us to control droplets configuration on the surface [7]. The
problem with condensation on textured surfaces is extracting process information like the radius
and density of droplets, especially when they really are similar to the surface texturations. Also
the shape of droplets is not perfectly circular in latest steps.
There are lots of methods for droplets recognition in the gray scale images on flat surface. The
most adapted methods to recognize spherical droplets in gray scale images are Hough transform
[8] and its improvements, such as the normal-line Hough transform [9] and the coherent circle
Hough transform [10] methods. Muthukrishnan and Radha [11] used an algorithms based on
edge analysis and generated the images by an edge detection method. This method can also be
used for droplets that are not perfectly circular. There are also another types of algorithms that
use the gray-level intensities as a drop presence indicator. These algorithms use the gray-level
intensities directly like the PIV methods [16] and watershed [17] or indirectly like the
appearance-based approaches [18]. But the problem with these algorithms on pillared surfaces is
the similarity between droplets and pillars and the overlapping droplets. This is because on
pillared surfaces the droplets are canalized and form non-circular connected droplets between the
pillars.
This study aims to develop an image processing algorithm for recognizing different sizes of
droplets on pillared surfaces. This algorithm is able to recognize pillars from droplets or the
connected droplets that are not perfectly circular. On the other hand a method for simulating
ellipsoidal droplets is proposed that is more suitable for dropwise condensation on textured
surfaces.

2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
Water droplets are formed on the poly carbonate surface of 1 Cm × 1 Cm with temperature of
around 17oC in contact with humid hot vapor, that is chosen 1oC below the dew point of humid
air in order to start nucleation of small droplets. Vapor temperature is set at 30oCwith relative
humidity of 40% that is maintained by a compressor outside the chamber. The substrate is
textured by pillars with diameter of 12.5 m and height of 3 m that are positioned in the
distance of 50 m. High resolution CCD camera is used to record nucleation and growth of
droplets in time interval of 1s. The images taken by CCD camera then are binarized and used to
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extract the information of droplets size and number at each time step to validate the results of
simulation. The initial density and size of droplets are 3.7×107 m-2 and 6×10-6 ±1×10-6 m
respectively.

3. IMAGE PROCESSING
The aim of this section is binarizing the images of real substrate in order to extract the data
related to size and number of droplets at each time step. The schematic diagram of the algorithm
used to binarize the gray scale images is presented in figure (1).
The problem with pillared surfaces is that pillars are very similar to droplets because of their
spherical shape and also because in gray scale images both pillars and droplets exhibit darker
boundaries and brighter centers. So the first step will be pillar characterizing in order to separate
them from droplets. In this regard, the first image of the considering set is used because the drop
presence can be neglected. Then since the images are taken without shifting, one can consider the
same pillars for other images. As pillars are perfectly circular with known radius, the circle
Hough transform is the most adapted technique. This method consists of implementing an
accumulator array which refers to the circle center position probability image for a given radius.
For this purpose, an edge detection operator is firstly applied to the original image to get a binary
edge image. Then, for each edge point, a circle with this center and the given radius is
incremented to the accumulator array. This circle corresponds to the possible center locations of
the circle passing through this edge point. Consequently, the peaks of the accumulator array
correspond to the most probable center locations of the circles in the images. This principle is
used for a range of radius to limit information loss. In our case, as we know the real size of pillars
(between 10 and 20 µm), the radius range considered for the Hough transform is [10 - 30] pixels,
according to the camera magnification. It is important to consider a quite narrow range in order to
get accurate results and a low computational time. To improve again the algorithm performances,
the coherent Hough transform is used.

Figure (1): Schematic diagram of image processing algorithm
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In the second step the images are divide in to images that containing very small, small, medium
and big drops. The first two groups refer to the droplets that grow by adsorption. The third group
corresponds to the coalescence step and the last one corresponds to the steady state, where the
changes in size and number of droplets are negligible. After this categorization, the corresponding
image processing algorithm is applied to each group. In this regard, firstly, ten percent of images
have been chosen regularly in order to reduce the computation time. Since the time step between
images is 1s, 10% of images means selecting one image at each 10 seconds. Then the
corresponding gray-tone level histograms of each image are determined as shown in Figure (2).
The number of major peaks in each histogram varies as a function of time that represents the
different sizes of droplets. Thus, the size ranges of each group are characterized as:

Figure (2): Gray-tone histogram of images taken at t= 100, 200, 500, and 1500s.The histograms from left to
right represent very small, small, medium, and big droplets.

•

Very small drops: image with three major peaks representing background, the drop edge
and the drop center.

•

Small drops: image with two major peaks. In this group the peak corresponds to
background is removed because drops tend to cover entirely the sample.

•

Medium drops: following the process the drops start to coalesce and their area becomes
larger with the same intensity as background. So histogram will show one peak.

•

Big drops: finally gray tone histogram shows two major peaks again related to the drop
edges and the drop centers. This step corresponds to forming big droplets.

Figure (3) illustrates these four droplets groups. According to this figure the first two groups of
droplets are perfectly circular and smaller than the pillars. Also they appear with darker points on
the surface that are recognizable. While medium and big droplets tend to have more ellipsoidal
shapes with center points very similar to the surface of background. So recognizing these two
latest groups needs another additional step to separate droplets from the background.
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Figure (3): Illustrations of (a) very small droplets, (b) small droplets, (c) medium droplets, and
(d) big droplets.

Binarization of each group of droplets then is done with different methods:

3.1 Very small drops:
Very small droplets are appeared in the images as very small dots between the pillars (figure
(3,a)). At first, in order to ignoring the pillars, they are removed by means of the method
describing in the pillar characterization step. Thus, a gray-level image is obtained with black
holes at the pillars places. By comparing the gray tone histograms of very small droplets and the
gray tone histogram of image without the droplets, it reveals that the histogram of the first image
is less spread than the histogram corresponds to very small droplets. This comparison validates
that since the drops are darker than substrate, they modify gray-level intensities of the image
towards the vertical axis. The idea is that if we draw the two histograms in the same diagram, the
first non-zero point, at which they meet or the non-zero superposition point of these two
histograms can be accounted as the thresholding value for gray scale image of very small
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droplets. Then, labeling the regions on the tresholded images enable us to have the number of
droplets that is equal to the number of regions. Finally mean radius of droplets can be calculated
from equation (1) by knowing the total area of droplets (Atot):
Rave =

Equation (1)

3.2 Small drops:
When droplets grow du to adsorption they are perfectly circular (figure (3,b)),so they can be
recognized by Hough transform. In the binary image that is obtained after eliminating the pillars,
Atot can be calculated, so in order to get the number of drops, it is just needed to separate the
overlapping droplets. For this purpose, the binary image shown in figure (4,a) is turned into a
distance map using the Euclidean distance as is shown in figure (4,b).The distance map shows the
points inside the droplets with maximum distance from the background area. Therefore, for two
overlapping droplets the distance map will eliminate the area of intersection because it is close to
background and show two separate points related to droplets centers. In other words, the distance
map shows just the droplets centers separately and can be used as an efficient tool for separating
overlapping droplets. Now the watershed technique can be applied to binarize the gray scale
image. A labeling step enables to get the drop number and finally, equation (1) gives the mean
radius of drops.

(a)

(b)

Figure (4): (a)Binary image of small drops, (b) Distance map of small drops. The distance map can separate
the overlapping droplets by emphasizing on the points that are in longer distance from contours of droplets.
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3.3 Medium drops:
Medium drops form a continuous cluster around the pillars. The problem with these droplets is
that their centers are very similar to the background region (Figure (3,c)). So, at first the drops
centers should be determined by some criteria. The droplets center s are different from
background region from two points of view, they are more convex, but they have more spread
gradient magnitude. Therefore, the original images are firstly thresholded by Otsu’s method to get
brighter regions. Then two techniques are applied to sufficiently large white regions. The regions
that correspond to a convexity rate under 4% figure (5,a) or the ones which correspond to a low
rate of gradient magnitude according to figure (5,b) are related to drops centers. The limited rate
of gradient magnitude corresponds to 4/5 of the mean gradient magnitude of the neighborhoods.
Finally, the binary images are made by applying the watershed method.

(a)

(b)

Figure (5): (a) Low gradient part of medium drops, (b) Convex part of medium drops

3.4 Big drops:
Big drops can cover entirely several pillars as shown in Figure (3,d). For binarizing such images,
shrinking and gradient properties must be applied. At first, the images are thresholded by Otsu’s
method, and then the black parts are shrunk in order to get their skeletons around the white
regions, which correspond to either drops centers or the background. As was explained for the
medium drops, the average of gradient magnitude is calculated on each white region and then.
The distribution of this value shows two main peaks related to intensity of background and
intensity of droplets centers. The median between these two peaks can be used as an tresholding
value for gray scale image. However, when several white regions belong to the same drop, the
watershed technique cannot be applied directly. To solve this problem, the white regions are
dilated and overlaid with the pillars image. Thus, the white regions which belong to the same
drop are connected, then applying a test on convexity enables to reconstruct each drop center.
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Finally, a watershed technique is used to detect each drop region that enables to get the drops
number and mean radius.

4. ALGORITHM FOR SIMULATING DROPLETS NUCLEATION AND
GROWTH
As was explained before, the medium and big droplets are not perfectly spherical and they can
form several connected ellipses lying between the pillars. So the algorithm that is proposed here,
simulates nucleation and growth of ellipsoidal droplets on the pillared surfaces. At first random
ellipses with density of 3.7×107 m-2 are distributed on the three dimensional pillared substrate.
The height of droplets on the three dimensional substrate is calculated based on their distances
with pillars:
1) If center to center distance of droplet and pillar > radius of the pillar, meaning that the
droplet nucleates on the surface of substrate, so z = 0.
2) If center to center distance of droplet and pillar = radius of the pillar, meaning that the
droplet nucleates on the top of the pillars, so z = zpillar.
3) If center to center distance of droplet and pillar < radius of the pillar, meaning that the
droplet nucleates on the side of the pillars, so 0 < z <zpillar.
Substrate area is considered equal to 1.3×10-5 m2, covered by pillars with radius of 25 m, height
of 10 m and border to border distance of 12.5 m. Each ellipse has three unequal radius
considered as: a, b=e.a, and d=f.a along the axis X, Y, and Z, where e and f are the random
numbers. All the droplets then start to grow thorough an iterating loop. At each iteration, there is
an inner loop in which the droplets that are in touch with pillars are recognized, because if a
droplet touches a pillar, they will stay in touch until the end of the process and this will be
important during coalescence step. After this inner loop, each droplet grows by adsorbing water
molecules from humid air, then the droplets that are in touch in each of the planes X-Y, X-Z, or YZ unite and form a bigger droplet called daughter drop. The position of daughter drop is identified
as follow:
1) If both or none of the parents touch at least one pillar, the daughter drop will be in the
mass center of its parents.
2) If just one of the parents touches a pillar, then the daughter drop will locate at its center
point.
The result of coalescence is producing more vacant area on the substrate, on which the small
ellipses can nucleate at each iteration. Finally, if a droplet is big enough to slide from the surface,
it will leave the surface and clean off other droplets on its path.
This algorithm was written in Matlab environment and took 2 hours for printing the final results.
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figures (6)and (7) compare the results of droplets density (Nt) and mean radius (rave)between real
images and droplets generated during the computer simulation. As it can be seen from these
images, at first the surface is covered by huge amount of very small droplets. After a while the
droplets start to grow by adsorbing water molecules and coalescence, this will result in rapid
changes in the graphs of rave and Nt. This phase relates to small and medium droplets. In this step
the shape of droplets changed from circular to more ellipsoidal drops. By increasing the size of
droplets, new small droplets start to nucleate in the vacant area produced during coalescence.
These small droplets will balance the number and average size of droplets as well as percentage
of area occupied by the droplets. Therefore in the final stages, an approximately constant pattern
in the graphs of rave and Nt is visible.

Figure (6): Comparison between density of simulated and real droplets

Figure (7): Comparison between mean radius of simulated and real droplets
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Figure (8) shows different stages of ellipsoidal droplets growth including initial nucleation,
droplet growth due to adsorption, droplet growth due to coalescence and nucleation of new
droplets. Figure (8,a) corresponds to nucleation of initial droplets that are introduced as very
small droplets, in this earlier stages the percentage of surface covered by liquid is very small and
the images are more black. The initial droplets are more circular and the their radiusa, b, and d
are almost the same. Then these droplets start to grow by adsorbing water molecules from humid
air and turn into small droplets that are shown in Figure (8,b). Medium and big droplets
(Figure(8,c) and (8,d)) are droplets that grow mainly due to coalescence and consequently the
area occupied by droplets increases significantly. These droplets that are more ellipsoidal are able
to cover the area of several pillars.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure (8): Different stages of ellipsoidal droplets growth. (a) distribution of initial droplets (b) droplets
growth due to adsorption, (c) nucleation of new small droplets in the vacant area of the substrate, and
(d) droplets growth due to coalescence.
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6. CONCLUSION
In this research we developed an image segmentation method for extracting radius and density of
droplets growing on a textured surface from gray scale images. The method divides droplets in to
four groups based on their radius and apply different segmentation methods for each group. Then
the binarized images produced with this algorithm are used to calculate radius and density of
droplets. An algorithm for generating ellipsoidal droplets on textured surfaces then is proposed
that is able to check coalescence of droplets in three dimensions. The results of this algorithm are
in acceptable accordance with the data extracted from binarized images.
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